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Abstract 
Talcott, C., A theory for program and data type specification, Theoretical Computer Science 104 
(1992) 129-159. 
The theory presented here, IOCC (Impredicative theory of Operations, Control and Classes) is 
an essentially first-order, two-layered theory. The lower layer is a theory of program equivalence 
and definedness. Program primitives that can be treated within this theory include functional 
application and abstraction, conditional, numbers, pairing, and continuation capture and resump- 
tion. The upper layer is a theory of class membership with a general comprehension principle for 
defining classes. Many standard class constructions and data types can be represented naturally 
including algebraic abstract data types, list-, record-, and function-type constructions. In addition 
classes can be constructed satisfying systems of equations such as [S = A x G; G = B + S] which 
are useful in treating programming concepts such as streams and object behaviors. Coroutines 
can also be classified within this theory. Examples are given illustrating the derivation of programs 
using escape mechanisms, and methods for reasoning about streams and coroutines. Methods are 
given for constructing models of IOCC from semantic models of the underlying programming 
language. 
1. Introduction 
This paper represents the initial stage of a project to develop a wide spectrum 
formalism which will support not only reasoning about program equivalence, but 
also specification of programs and data types, reasoning about properties of compu- 
tations, operations on programs and operations on program specifications. In this 
initial stage a two-layered theory of program equivalence and class membership 
called IOCC has been developed. The lower layer is the theory of program 
equivalence and definedness. Program primitives that can be treated within this 
theory include functional application and abstraction, conditional, numbers, pairing, 
escape, and continuation capture and resumption. The upper layer is the theory of 
class membership with a general comprehension principle for defining classes. Many 
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standard class constructions and data types can be represented naturally including 
algebraic abstract data types, list-, record-, and function-type constructions. In 
addition classes can be constructed satisfying systems of equations such as [S = A x 
G; G = B + S] which are useful in treating programming concepts such as streams 
and object behaviors. Coroutines can also be classified within this theory. 
IOCC is a two-sorted first-order theory of individuals and classes. The general 
idea of a two-sorted theory of operations and classes is based on the framework 
developed in Feferman [8,9, 111. IOCC (for Impredicative theory of Operations, 
Control abstractions and Classes) is most closely related to Feferman’s IOC, 
(without the ontology axiom) [13], the main difference being our choice of basic 
constants and axioms for equivalence. The theory of equivalence is based on the 
semantic model presented in Talcott [34]. Substantial examples of programming 
and proving can be found there as well as a more detailed development of the 
equational theory for the semantic model. In this paper we have simplified the 
notation, refined the axioms and eliminated the dependence on certain extensionality 
axioms which are valid in the model of [34], but fail in the presence of memory 
effects. In addition, the paper demonstrates that rigorous, but informal reasoning 
such as it appears in [34] can be carried out naturally within a Feferman style theory. 
Restricted to pure lambda terms, the equational theory of IOCC is essentially the 
lambda-c theory of Moggi [24] (after identification of let with lambda-application). 
The lambda-c theory is valid for a wide range of computational models and proves 
more equations than the usual axioms for the lambda-value calculus and its enrich- 
ments (cf. Plotkin [26], Felleisen [15], Feferman [13]). 
Models of IOCC can be uniformly constructed from models of the theory of 
program equivalence using methods of Feferman [8,9]. These constructions illustrate 
the kinds of models we have in mind and prepare the way for further elaborations 
of the theory, in particular for treating programs and class descriptions as objects 
that can be operated on without sacrificing extensionality at the black-box program 
equivalence level. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the 
formal theory. In Section 3 we develop the theory of program equivalence and give 
several simple examples illustrating the application of the theory. In Section 4 we 
give a variety of class definitions and constructions and illustrate the use of these 
constructions first to derive programs using escape mechanisms from specifications 
of the function to be computed, and second to specify and prove properties of 
streams, coroutines. In Section 5 we outline the model constructions. In Section 6 
we make some concluding remarks. 
2. The language and logic of IOCC 
The language for describing computations is an enrichment of that of the lambda 
calculus by constants for primitive data and operations. A class structure is built 
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over the universe of individuals by providing a comprehension mechanism for class 
formation. The semantics of the underlying programming language is call-by-value 
rather than call-by-name (cf. Plotkin [26]). Thus we must restrict the beta conversion 
rule to applications in which the argument is known to be a value. Extension of 
the theory to call-by-name and lazy languages, and to primitives for manipulating 
mutable objects is currently under investigation. For concreteness a specific choice 
of primitive constants is given. mt is a distinguished atom that can be tested for, 
and is treated as falsity for conditional branching. br is a branching primitive that 
takes two arguments and a test value. The first argument is returned if the test is 
true (not mt) and the second argument is returned if the test is false (mt). 
(0, iszero, isnat, WCC, pred} form the basis of our representation of a natural 
numbers. {ispr, pr, fst, snd} form the basis of a pairing structure. ncc is a continu- 
ation capturing primitive. It is easy to abstract from this choice of primitives and 
give rules for constructing a theory over any given specification of an abstract data 
type and suitably presented nonalgebraic primitive operations. 
Standard notation from logic and lambda calculus is used with the following 
(meta) conventions. Lower case identifiers refer to individuals and identifiers begin- 
ning with upper case letters refer to classes. a, 6, c, . . . , x, y, z denote individual 
variables, e, e,, . . . are reserved as meta-variables ranging over individual terms, 
and individual constants are lower case identifiers in this font (for example mt). 
A, B, C, . . . , X, Y, Z denote class variables, Cl, Cl,, . . . are reserved as meta-vari- 
ables ranging over class terms, and class constants are identifiers beginning with an 
upper case letter in This font (for example Val). Finally, cp, cpO,. . denote formulae. 
2.1. The language 
Individual terms are expressions in the underlying programming language. Class 
terms are built from class variables and constants by comprehension. Atomic 
formulae express program equivalence, definedness and class membership. Formulae 
are built from atomic formulae in the usual way. 
Definition (Terms and formulas). Individual terms, class terms and formulae are 
defined inductively as follows. 
l Individual constants are the following: 
mt, br, 0, iszero, isnat, succ, pred, ispr, pr, fst, snd, ncc. 
l Individual terms are those of one of the following forms: 
individual variable, individual constant, e,(e,), hx.e. 
@Class terms are those of one of the following forms: 
class variable, class constant, 14~1 
l Formulae are those of one of the following forms: 
e,=e,, 4, e i Cl, l(P), CPOA 91, VW, vx.(P. 
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Bound and free variables are determined as usual with A, { ) }, and V being the 
binding operations. e{x := e’} denotes the result of substituting e’ for free occurrences 
of x in e (taking care not to trap free variables of e’). Similarly for cp{x:= e}. We 
use the usual notation for multi-ary application and abstraction. Thus Ax, y.e abbrevi- 
ates hx.hy.e, and f(x, y) abbreviates f(x)(y). We use let as an abbreviation for 
lambda-application and 0 as infix notation for the composition combinator. Thus 
let{x:= eO}e abbreviates (Ax.e)(e,) and fog abbreviates Axf(g(x)). We also use 
pattern-based binding notation (a la ML). Thus Apr(x, y).e abbreviates Ay.let{x := 
fst(y)}let{y := snd(y)}e and let{pr(x, y) := eO}e abbreviates let{y := e,}let{x := 
fst(y)}let{y := snd(y)}e. We treat the logical connectives (v, 3, e, 3) as syntactic 
abbreviations in the usual manner. For example, cp,, v cp, abbreviates l(lcpO A lcp,) 
and (3x)q abbreviates l(Vx)(lcp,). We often write formulas using bounded quan- 
tifiers. This is an abbreviation in the usual manner. Thus (Vx c Cl)(p abbreviates 
(Vx)(xc CI+cp) and (3xi Cl)(p abbreviates (3x)(x? Cl A cp). In addition to the 
official list of individual constants we will freely introduce additional individual 
and class constants as definitional extensions of the theory. 
We let ~ii, denote the full language for individuals and classes described above 
and Zi denote the restriction to individuals-omitting class terms, membership and 
quantification over class variables. 
2.2. The theory 
We observe several conventions in presenting the laws of our theory: distinct 
identifiers denote distinct variables; free variables are implicitly universally quan- 
tified; and if metavariables ranging over terms occur in a law, then it is a scheme 
representing a family of laws one for each assignment of terms to the term variables. 
We use the sign n to indicate axioms of our theory (as opposed to lemmas and 
theorems derived as consequences). 
The logic is a classical first-order logic of partial terms (cf. Beeson [2]). Thus the 
propositional and quantifier laws and rules of inference are the usual ones, with 
the exception that elimination (instantiation) of universal quantifiers must be restric- 
ted to terms that are defined (equivalent to values). 
n (Quantifier laws). 
(forall.elim) (Vx)cp A e& =3 cp{x:= e}. 
(forallintro) cp =3 (Vx)cp % if x does not occur free in any assumptions. 
The remaining axioms fall into three groups: axioms concerning variables, applica- 
tion, and abstraction; axioms concerning the primitive constants; and axioms con- 
cerning class definition and membership. 
2.2.1. Lambda axioms 
n (Equiv). = is an equivalence relation. 
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(reff) e = e. 
(vd e,=e, * e,=e,. 
(tran) e,re,he,=e, =2 e,=ee,. 
n (Congruence). = is a congruence with respect to expression construction. 
(fun) e,=e, =3 e,(e)=e,(e). 
(arg) e,=e, =3 e(eJ=e(e,). 
(abs) (Vx)(e,=e,) * Axe,=hx.e,. 
n (Definedness). Variables and abstractions denote values and = corresponds to 
strong equality between partial terms. 
(var) x.l. 
(lam) Ax.e&. 
(str) e,=erhe,J. * e,J,. 
n (Computation). The computation axioms correspond to the beta-value conversion, 
rules for rearranging applications, and rules for eliminating applications of the 
identity oepration. 
(betav) (Ax.e)(x) = e. 
(app) eo(er) = (A.U(eI))(eO) = lot{f:= e&Ye,). 
(cmps) f(g(e)) = (Axf(g(x)))(e) = (fog)(e). 
(id) (Ax.x)(e) = e. 
We refer to (the universal closures of) the collection of axioms (Equiv), (Congruence), 
(Definedness) and (Computation) as (LamAx). 
2.2.2. Algebraic primitives 
We partition the primitives into algebraic and control. The algebraic primitives 
are the basic constants mt, 0 and the operations br, iszero, isnat, succ, pred, 
ispr, pr, fst, snd.The axioms include definedness for basic constants and eta- 
conversion o = Ax.o(x) for each operation o. Note that by (LamAx) the eta axioms 
for operations imply definedness. 
n (Mt). mt is a distinguished individual that is not an operation and that can be 
recognized among all individuals. 
(def) mtl. 
(non.eta) l(mt = Ax.(mt(x))). 
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n (Br). br takes two arguments and produces an operation which when applied to 
mt returns its second argument and when applied to anything else returns its first 
argument. 
(eta) br = AjAg.hx.br(f, g)(x). 
(br) 
We introduce a constant nmt and define it to be some defined term provably distinct 
from mt, i.e. IOCCfintnt& ~rnt Snot. We leave the choice unspecified as it does 
not matter. For example 0 or even Ax.x would do. 
n (Nat). The primitives (0, iszero, succ, pred} correspond to the signature of a 
natural number algebra. isnat is a recognizer for natural numbers. 
(def) Ol. 
(iszero) iszero = 
nmt 
iszero = Ax.iszero(x), 
if x=0, 
mt if x S 0. 
(isnat) 
(pred) 
(succ) 
isnat = Ax.isnat(x), isnat(x 
isnat(0) =nmt, isnat =nmt * isnat(succ(x)) =nmt, 
isnat =mt, f= Ax.f(x) + isnat =mt 
isnat + pred(succ(x)) =xX. 
isnat % succ(x) SO. 
n (Pr). The primitive constants {pr, fst, snd} make the value domain a pairing 
structure and ispr is the recognizer for pairs. 
(iv-) 
(4 
(nes) 
(ncyc) 
ispr = Ax.ispr(x), ispr(x)L ispr(pr(x, y)) =nmt, 
isnat =nmt * ispr(x) =mt, ispr(mt) =mt, 
f= Ax.f(x) 3 ispr(f) =mt, 
1(3x, y)(z =pr(x, y)) * ispr(z) =mt. 
ispr(z) + z=pr(fst(z), snd(z)). 
pr(x,y)-pr(x’,y’) * x=x’~y-y’. 
pr(x,y)SxApr(x,y)Sy. 
We leave fst, snd unspecified for nonpairs. 
2.2.3. Control primitives 
Control primitives provide mechanisms for altering the flow of control in a 
computation. Examples include nonlocal goto, return/escape, exceptions/abort, 
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coroutines, Algol-like labels (cf. Landin [21]), Lisp-like catch and throw (cf. Steele 
[31]), and Scheme-like call-with-current-continuation (cf. Steele and Suss- 
man [32], Rees and Clinger [27]). Operational and denotational semantics of control 
primitives are given in terms of computation states that have a continuation com- 
ponent as well as environment and possibly other components (cf. Scott and Strachey 
[29], Reynolds [28]). In Felleisen et al. [15, 16, 171, methods are given for extending 
lambda-calculus style reduction systems to treat control primitives. Talcott [34] 
shows that operational equivalence of programs that include control primitives can 
be given a first-order semantics. The treatment here is based on that semantics. 
The primitive control operation ncc (for “note current continuation”) expects a 
function as an argument and applies that function to the operation corresponding 
to the current continuation. This application is carried out in a state with empty 
continuation. In a continuation based denotational semantics the denotation of ncc 
could be written AjAkf(J( k))k, where k, denotes the empty continuation and 
J(k) = Anhk’. k( v) is the operation corresponding to the continuation k. (Recall that 
in a continuation based semantics the denotation of a function expression takes a 
value and a continuation and returns an answer.) In order to simplify the axioms 
we define top, the abort primitive. The axiom (ncc.arg) expresses the fact that 
evaluation of f(ncc( e)) removes f from the local context and composes it with the 
global continuation captured by ncc. (ncc.id) says that removing the continuation 
and applying the corresponding operation to a value is the same as returning the 
value. Operations representing continuations are equivalent to ordinary operations 
composed with top. Thus (ncc.cnt) says that the argument of ncc will always be 
applied to a continuation. 
n (Ncc). 
(top.def) top= Ax.ncc(Ac.x). 
(eta) ncc = Afncc(f). 
(arg) f(ncc(e)) =nco(Ac.e(cof)) % cg Frees(e). 
(id) ncc(Ac.c(x)) =x 
(cnt) ncc(e) =ncc(Ac.e(topoc)) % c.@ Frees(e). 
We referto the collection of axioms (Mt), (Br), (Nat), (Pr) and (Ncc) as (PrimAx). 
(IAx) will denote the union of the axioms (LamAx) and (PrimAx). 
2.2.4. Class axioms 
n (in). s preserves membership and membership in a class implies equivalence to 
a value. 
(es) e,=e,~e,iCl * e,iCl. 
(def) e?Cl * eJ. 
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n (comprehension). For any formula we can form the class of elements satisfying 
that formula. 
(ca) x&I’p] = cp* 
(IcAx) will denote the union of the axioms (IAx), (in) and (comprehension). 
3. Tools for proving equivalence 
In this section we discuss some of the choices regarding primitive constants, 
define additional constants and derive some consequences of the axioms and 
definitions. This serves not only to illustrate working within theory, but also provides 
basic tools for reasoning about program equivalence. Talcott [34] contains a fuller 
development (with proofs) of the equational theory and substantial examples of 
programming and proving. In Feferman [8,9,11-141 a wide variety of examples 
are worked out within a similar framework, including Peano arithmetic, constructive 
mathematics, abstract data types, and proving properties of functional programs. 
3.1. Lambda theory 
The equational theory of IOCC restricted to pure lambda terms subsumes that 
of the lambda-value calculus. In particular, the (betav) axiom together with the 
congruence and equivalence axioms allow us to prove, in the partial term logic, all 
equations provable in the lambda-value calculus. The additional computational 
axioms are not lambda-value equations, thus we have a stronger equational theory. 
In a lambda calculus enriched by basic data, the eta-rule Ax.y(x) =y is not 
generally valid. In fact, by (mt), it is inconsistent with IOCC. This is because we 
wish to avoid equating basic data with operations. Thus we build in eta axioms 
for those primitives for which it is valid via the (eta) axioms for operations. 
Even in the pure lambda-value calculus, the eta-rule is problematic, as addition 
of this rule causes failure of the Church-Rosser property of the reduction system 
(cf. Plotkin [26]). 
3.2. Recursion 
Recursive definition is accomplished using the operation ret defined as follows. 
Definition (ret). 
ret = Ag.let{h := Ah.hx.g(hh)x}h(h). 
ret computes the fixed point of any functional. (In the intended models ret 
computes the least fixed point-cf. Talcott [33,34].) 
Theorem (ret). 
(def) rec(x)l. 
(fix) F = AjAx.e r\f= rec( F) =3 f(x) = e. 
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We write f(x, , . . . , x,)ceforf=rec(Ajhx,,..., x,.e). It is straightforward, but 
tedious, to extend this to mutually recursively defined functions and we use similar 
notation to express least solutions to systems of equations. 
3.3. Recognizers 
The primitive 
of programming 
it is important to 
ispr, etc. 
3.4, Branching 
operations were chosen to be representative of a wide class 
language features. In particular, since our language is untyped, 
include recognizers for the various kinds of values such as isnat, 
We define the conditional expression construct if by the standard abbreviation. 
Definition (if). 
if(e,, e,, ez) :=: br(A_.e,, h_.e2)(eO)(mt) 
where _ denotes some variable not free in e, or e,. We can prove the usual laws 
for conditional expressions using the fact that z =mt v z a+ mt. The following lemma 
gives a representative sample. 
Lemma (if). 
(step) if(z, e,, eJ= 1 e, if zgmt, e2 if z =mt. 
(elim) if(z, e, e) = e. 
(perm) if(e,if(e’, e,, eb),if(e’, e,, ed))=if(e’,if(e, e,, e,),if(e, eh, ed)). 
(lam) Ax.if(z,e,,e,)=if(z,Ax.e,,Ax.e,) %x#z. 
(subst) ((eJ.hefmt) =+ e,=e,)r\(e=mt * e,=ee4)AJ 
* if(e, e,, e,)=if(e, e3, e,). 
3.5. Pairing 
Although it is possible to represent some aspects of structured data using lambda- 
abstraction, this is in general not adequate for a serious computation theory. For 
example, it is possible to represent some aspects of pairing using abstraction (a la 
Church) by defining 
pr = Ax, y.As.s(x, y) fst = Ap.pAx, y.x snd = Ap.pAx, y.y 
However with this representation the class Pair has no computable recognizer. Thus 
we cannot represent tree structures using pairs in a way that computation by recursion 
on the tree structure is definable. In fact the axiom (pair.ncyc) fails for this repre- 
sentation. To see this take z to be rec(Ajpr(O,f)). Note that Afpr(O,f)= 
A&Ls.s(O,f) by (betav) and the assumption about pr. Thus 
z=rec(AjAs.s(O,f)) 
=As.s(O, rec(AJAs.s(O,f))) % by (ret) 
=pr(O, z). 
We note that the usual projection laws for pairing are provable. 
Lemma (pair). 
fst(pr(x, y)) 5x. 
snd(pr(x, Y)) = Y. 
Proof (pair). Use (pair.eq, pair.neq) 0 
Because we have chosen call-by-value semantics and we have not specified the 
projections on nonpairs, we can not prove in IOCC that 
Apr(x, y).e = Az.e{x := f&(z), y := snd(z)}. 
In fact, in models where projections are undefined or signal errors on nonpairs, the 
equation fails for constant e and other expressions that do not use x, y. We do have 
the following corollary to (pair) which is all that is needed. 
Corollary (pair). 
(Apr(x, v).e)pr(x, Y) = e. 
3.6. Control abstractions 
In addition to the abort primitive top,ncc can be used to define the Scheme 
control abstraction primitive (Steele and Sussman [32], Rees and Clinger [27]) 
(which we call cwcc) and the Reynolds escape construct [28] (which we call note, 
and studied in [34]). cwcc is like ncc except that it copies rather than removes the 
continuation from the global context. note is to cwcc what let is to A. 
Definition (cwcc.note). 
cwcc = A$ncc(Ac.c(f(c))). 
note( :=: ncc(Ac.c(e)). 
Using these definitions we can show that cwcc and note are interdefinable, and 
ncc is definable from cwcc and top. 
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Lemma (note.cwcc.ncc). 
cwcc = Ajnote( c)f( c). 
note(c)e=cwcc(hc.e). 
ncc = AjIcwcc(Ac.top(S( c))). 
We can prove many useful laws for ncc. The following lemma gives a sample. 
(ncc.eta) is a special case of (ncc.arg) that says that the argument to ncc is coerced 
to be an operation. (ncc.esc) says that an operation corresponding to a continuation 
escapes from any evaluation context. Le. if c=(topog), then f(c(x))=c(x). 
(ncc.topx) says that the effect of applying top to an expression is to evaluate that 
expression at the top level, while (ncc.nc) says that the application of the argument 
of ncc to the captured continuation is carried out at the top level. 
Lemma (ncc). 
(eta) ncc(e)=ncc(hc.e(c)) % c&Frees(e) 
(ese) j-0 top = top 
(topx) top(e)=ncc(Ac.e) % c&Frees(e) 
(ne) ncc( e) = ncc(Ac.top( e( c))) 
Proof (ncc). As an example we prove (topx). Assume c& Frees(e). 
top(e)=(Av.ncc(Ac.v))(e) 
=(nccoAuAc.v)(e) %defno, (betav) 
=ncc((AvAc.u)(e)) % (cmps) 
=ncc(Ac.(AvAc.u)(e)(c)) % (ncc.eta) 
=ncc(Ac.(Av.v)(e)) % by let rearrangement (see (epcx) below) 
=ncc(Ac.e) %(id) 0 
The extensionality axiom (c.ext) is valid in the model studied in Talcott [34]. 
(c.ext) (Vc)(c=topoc * c(e,)=c(e,)) * e,=e, %c~ZFrees(e~,e,) 
(c.ext) says that to prove two expressions are equivalent it suffices to prove they are 
equivalent for any top-level context. (ncc.id) and (ncc.cnt) are provable from (c.ext). 
However, they have been stated separately since they are intrinsic properties of ncc 
and can be expected to hold in all theories including the ncc primitive, while (c.ext) 
fails in the presence of memory and updating. 
3.7. Evaluated position contexts 
An evaluated position context is an expression with a unique hole such that 
whatever fills the hole will be evaluated before any other “serious” action, such as 
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evaluation of an undefined or escaping expression, takes place. Thus for any 
expression (having no free variables trapped in the hole) we obtain equivalent results 
whether we evaluate the result of placing that expression in the hole, or we evaluate 
that expression, place the result in the hole, and evaluate the resulting expression. 
The computational axiom (id) expresses this property when the evaluated position 
context is just a hole. This equation is the basis for deriving analogous equations 
for more complex evaluated position contexts. The notion of evaluated position 
context generalizes the notion of evaluation context, used in reduction semantics, 
by looking inside lets, ifs, and notes (cf. Felleisen [IS]). The theorem (epcx) is 
a key tool for reasoning about program equivalence, as it provides a means of 
rearranging expressions to expose beta reductions and primitive simplifications. We 
have already made use of the rearrangements in the proof of (ncc.topx), and these 
rearrangements are the basis of an expression simplifier (cf. Galbiati and Talcott 
[IS]). While the validity of these equations seems obvious, they are not theorems 
of the lambda-value calculus, and a small amount of work is necessary to verify 
that they are consequences of (IAx). 
Definition (epcx). The set of evaluated position contexts and the variables trapped 
by an evaluated position context are defined as in Table 1. Evaluated position 
context is the least set closed under the constructions in the first column and Trap(C), 
the variables trapped by the context C is defined in the second column by induction 
on context construction. 
Table 1 
(mt) 
(fun) 
(w) 
(W 
(if) 
(ncc) 
[In 
Cde,) 
x(C,) 
let{z:= x}C, 
if (z. C, , CJ 
ncc(Ac.C,) 
I I 
Trap( Co) 
Trap(G) 
{zl u Trap(G) 
TraAC,)u Trap(G) 
{cl u Tw(GJ 
C[el is the result of replacing [ l by e in the first step of the construction of C. 
Context equality is modulo alpha-conversion as usual with the restriction that a 
bound variable with a hole in its scope cannot be renamed. Note that Frees(x, e) n 
Trap(C) = 0 implies that C[el= C[[xl{x := e}. 
Theorem (epcx). Let C be an evaluated position context and assume Frees(e, x, c) n 
Trup( C) = 0 and x, c g Frees(C). Then 
(letx) let{x:= e}C[Ixj = CUeI 
(let.dist) C[let{x := e}e,j = let{x := e}C[e,D 
(if.dist) CUWe, el, dl=~if(e, CMI, cU4l) 
(note.dist) C[note(c)e,l =note(c)let{c:= c~hx.c[x]}c[e,] 
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Proof (epcx). See Talcott [34]. 0 
Some useful corollaries of (epcx) are the following. 
Corollary (IeLrearrangement). 
(let.fun) (let{x:= eO}e,)(e,)=let{x:= eO}e,(e2) % x not free in e2. 
(let.arg) f(let{x := e”}e,) = let{x := e,}f(e,). 
(let.note) note(c)let{x := e}e, = let{x := e}note(c)e, % c not free in e. 
Corollary (if.dist). 
(if.if) if(if(e,, el, 4, e,, eh) I- We,, We,, e,, e,), We,, e,, eh)). 
(if.note) note(c)if(e,,, e,, e,)=if(e,,note(c)e,,note(c)e,)e 
% c not free in e,. 
Corollary (note.dist). 
(note.fun) (note(c)e,)e, =note(c)let{c:= coAjIf(e,)}e,(e,). 
(note.arg) f(note(c)e,)-note(c)let{c:= cof}f(e,). 
(note.test) if(note(c)e,,, e,, e2) 
=note(c)let{c:= cohz.if(z, e,, ez)}if(eo, e,, eJ. 
Many control properties can be formulated nicely either using ncc or note and 
top. An example of where the structure imposed by note is important is (note.dist). 
4. Class definitions and applications to programming 
In this section we define some basic classes and class constructions (definition 
schemes). We then demonstrate the use of these tools for introduction of escape 
mechanisms into programs by transformation, and for specifying streams and 
coroutines. The basic class definitions and constructions along with many more 
examples of class and abstract data type constructions can be found in Feferman 
[8,9,1 l-141. What is new here, beyond a few class constants specific to our program- 
ming language, is the application to reasoning about control abstractions, and the 
use of maximum fixed-point constructions for reasoning about streams and 
coroutines. 
We define (extensional) equality and subset relations on classes in the usual 
manner: 
Cl,s cz, a (Vx)(xi Cl, j xi CZ,), 
Cl, = Cl, e Cl, G Cl, A Cl, E Cl,. 
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4.1. Elementary class constructions 
First we give constructions that can be carried out without recourse to class 
quantifiers. We begin by defining several class constants. 0 is the empty class. Val 
is the class of all values. Mt is the class containing the single element mt. Op is the 
class of operations-values which satisfy eta-conversion. Cnt is the class of continu- 
ations-operations that escape. 
e,={xIx9x>. 
Val={xIx=x}. 
Mt={xIx=mt}. 
Bool={xIx=mtvx=nmt}. 
op = {“/If= Ax.j-f(x)}. 
Cnt = {c 1 c = top0 c}. 
Among the definable class forming operations are: finite set formation {n, , . . . , u,}; 
union (u); intersection (n); difference (-); Cartesian product(x); ntuple (“); partial 
and total function space formation ([ %I, [ + I); lifting of function application to a 
class (AX]); inverse image (f-l); domain, (Dam(f)); range, (Rng(f)); and inter- 
section, union, product, and sum of families of classes indexed by elements of a 
class (n,,,, UxiA, nIriA, Cxia). The following is a representative sample of such 
definitions. 
{cl,... e,}={x]x=ee,v..*vx=ee,}. 
Cl, u Cl, = {x 1 x i Cl, v x i Cl,}. 
Cl,-cl,={x~xicl,AxPcl,}. 
Cl,xCl,={z~(3xi ClJ(3yi Cl,)(z=pr(x, y))}. 
Cl’= Mt, Cl”+’ = Cl x Cl”. 
Cl,~ cz, ={oiOpl(Vxi Cl,)(o(x)J. * o(x)G Cl,)}. 
f-y CZ] = {x I (f(x) i CI}. 
DomU) = {Y lf(~)L>. 
u Cl = {Y 1(3x i A)(y i CZ)}. 
x i A 
n Cl={z I(VxiA)(z(x)? Cl)}. 
XiA 
c CZ={z I(ZxiA)(3yc CZ)(z=pr(x, y))}. 
XiA 
Note that 
0-i 1, Mt = {mt}, 
Op-[Val%Val], Val x Val- {x I ispr(x) = nmt}, 
Dam(f) -fP’[Val], Rng(f) -f[Val]. 
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4.2. Nonelementary class constructions and jixed points 
For any formula cp[X] we can form the intersection and union of all classes X 
satisfying cp[X]: 
I;J cprw = Ix I WNdW A x i WI. 
If cp[X] is preserved by intersection over nonempty sets of classes and is satisfiable, 
then n, cp[X] is the least class satisfying cp[X]. Similarly if cp[X] is preserved by 
union over nonempty sets of classes and is satisfiable, then Ux q[X] is the greatest 
class satisfying q[X]. These notions are not formalizable in our theory in full 
generality. However there is an important special case which can be formalized. 
Namely, formulas representing closure conditions. 
A class operator is a class term with a distinguished class variable. We write T[X] 
making the variable explicit and T[ Cf] for the result of replacing the distinguished 
variable X by Cl (with suitable renaming of bound variables to avoid capture). We 
say T is monotone if X c Y implies T[X] c T[ Y]. Let T[X] be a monotone 
operator on classes. Then the formula T[X] G X is preserved by intersection over 
nonempty sets of classes and is satisfied by Val. Hence n, (T[X] G X) is the 
smallest class X satisfying T[X] s X and by monotonicity the smallest fixed point 
of T[X]. Similarly X 5 T[X] is preserved by union over nonempty sets of classes 
and is satisfied by 0. Hence Ux (Xc T[X]) is the largest class X satisfying 
X c T[X] and by monotonicity the largest fixed point of T[X]. This is formalized 
by the following definitions and theorems (where we assume T is a class operator 
with distinguished variable X). 
Definition (min.max). 
T”=n(T[X]SX), T” = u (X G T[X]). 
x X 
Theorem (min.max). Zf T[X] is a monotone operator on classes, then 
(minfix) T” = T[ T”], 
(min) T[Y]E Y =+ T’-‘s Y, 
(max.fix) T” = T[ T”], 
(max) YG T[Y] =+ YG T”. 
We give the proof of (max.fix), the proof of (min.fix,min) is similar. 
Proof (max.fix). T” E T[ T”] since if xi T”, then for some X we have xc X G 
T[X] E T[ T”]. Then by monotonicity we have T[ T”] G T[ T[ T”]], thus T[ T”] 
satisfies the closure condition and hence T[ T”] c T”. 0 
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4.3. Finitary inductive generation 
Using the least fixed-point construction we define a finitary inductive generation 
operation and use this to define Nat, the class of natural numbers, A*, the class of 
sequences from A, and Sexp[A], the class of S-expressions (binary trees) with leaves 
in A. In the following we let A be any class and B be a n+ 1-ary relation (i.e. 
B G Val”+‘). 
Definition (Fig). Fig[A, B] is the least class X containing A and closed under B, 
i.e. if jj i X” and pr(j, x) i B, then xi X. 
T,,,[A, B][X]=Au{x~(3jZX”)(pr(j,x)i B)}. 
Fig[A, B] = T,,,[A, B]“. 
Lemma (Fig). From the dejnition we have the following. 
(i) Ac_ Fig[A, B], and 
(ii) y, i Fig[A, B] A 3 . . A yn C Fig[A, B] A pr(j, x) i B implies x i Fig[A, B]. 
For each class defined by Fig there is a corresponding induction principle for 
showing every member of the class satisfies some property cp. 
Theorem (Fig-Ind). If 
(i) xCA 3 cp[x], and 
(ii) dyJ A * . . A cp[ynl A pr(J, x) c B * cp[xl, 
then x 5 Fig[A, B] 3 cp[x]. 
Using Fig we define the natural numbers, Nat, as the least class containing 0 and 
closed under succ. 
Definition (Nat). 
A Nat = (0). 
Boat = {PdY, X) /X = SUcc(Y 1). 
Nat = Fig[ANat, BNA, 
From this definition we have the usual induction principle for Nat. For any 
formula cp[x] to show that xiNat + cp[x] we need only show that cp[O] and 
cplexl =+ cp[succ(x)l. 
We define the operator 2” which constructs from any class 2 the finite sequences 
from 2 by forming the least class containing mt and closed under pairing with 
elements from 2. 
0210”‘02114 
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Definition (Fseq). 
A,[21 = {mt}. 
B*[Zl = {Pr(Y, x) I(3z c Z)(x =_pr(z, Y)). 
Z* = Fig[A,[Z], BJZ]]. 
Finally, using Fig, we define the S-expressions over a class Z as the least class 
containing Z and closed under pairing. 
Definition (Sexp[Z]). 
B Sexp = {pr(pr(y, z), x) Ix =:pr(y, z)). 
Sexp[Zl = Cd-? Bs~~J. 
Again, we have the usual sequence (List) and S-expression induction principles and 
can prove the usual properties of sequences, S-expressions, and operations defined 
by recursion on these structures. 
Fig is easily generalized to simultaneous inductive generation of several classes. 
It is also possible to treat Nat as a given class constant defined as the elements 
satisfying isnat. In this case the induction principle must be given as an axiom. 
With this choice, classes defined by Fig can be defined using only elementary 
constructions and Nat. The minimum fixed-point construction can also be used to 
define more general well-founded classes and corresponding (transfinite) induction 
principles. These issues are treated in Feferman [8,9, 11, 10, 131.) 
4.4. Introduction of escape mechanisms by transformation 
As an example of program derivation within IOCC we consider the problem of 
computing the product of the numbers in a number tree. A number tree is either a 
number, or a pair of number trees. In particular the class Ntree of number trees is 
just the class of S-expressions over the natural numbers. 
Ntree = Sexp[ Nat]. 
We specify the tree product function by giving a simple recursive definition, tp. 
tp(x)cif(isnat(x),x, tp(fst(x))* tp(snd(x))) 
where n * m is the product of the natural numbers n and m (defined by recursion 
in the usual way). Let inz be the predicate that determines whether or not a zero 
occurs in a number tree. 
inz(x) c if(isnat(x), iszero( or(inz(fst(x))), inz(snd(x))) 
where or(e,, e,) abbreviates if (e,, nmt, if (e, , nmt, mt)). We observe that tp is a 
total function from number of trees to numbers, inz is a total function from number 
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trees to booleans, and if inz(x) holds of a number tree x, then Q(X) is zero. This 
is formalized in following lemma. 
Lemma ( tp. inz). 
(i) fp i [Ntree+ Nat]. 
(ii) inz i [Ntree-, Bool]. 
(iii) xiNtree~ inz(x)=nmt j tp(x)=O. 
Proof (tpinz). By induction on number trees and properties of *. 0 
Now we apply the equational rules developed in the previous section to derive 
a program, tpz, that is more efficient in the sense that zero is returned as a value 
immediately if a zero is encountered during the computation of the tree product. 
This is done by capturing the continuation when the tree product computation 
begins and returning zero to that continuation if there is a zero in the tree and 
returning the result of tp otherwise. Thus rpz is specified as follows: 
tpz(x)=ncc(hc.if(inz(x), c(O), c(tp(x)))). 
Theorem (tpz. tp). tpz and tp compute the same function on number trees. 
xi Ntree tpz(x) = tp(x). 
Proof ( fpz.tp). Assume x i Ntree. Then 
fpz(x) =ncc(hc.if(inz(x), c(O), c(tp(x)))) % definition of tpz 
=ncc(Ac.c(if(inz(x), 0, tp(x)))) % (if.dist) 
= if(inz(x), note(c)O, note(c)fp(x)) % (note.if) 
2 if (inz(x), 0, tp(x)) % (ncc.id), tp(x)J 
= fp(x) % cases, (fp.inz). 0 
Using the definition of note and (if.note,ncc.esc,ncc.cnt,if.dist) we see that the 
specification is equivalent to 
tpz(x) =note(c)rpzc(x, c) where tpzc(x, c) =if(inz(x), c(O), tp(x)) 
Now we transform the specification of tpzc into a recursive definition that makes 
no calls to inz or tp. 
Transformation of tpzc. Assume xi Ntree. Since we are working inside the context 
note(c)1 ] we may also assume c C Cnt, i.e. that c 5 topoc. Then 
tpzc(x, c) = if(inz(x), c(O), tp(x)) % dfn tpzc 
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= if(isnat(x), % unfolding inz, or and if laws 
if(iszero(x), c(O), x) 
if(inz(fst(x)), 
c(O), 
if (inz(snd(x)), 
c(O), 
@@t(x)) * @(snd(x))))) 
= if (isnat( % (esc) 
if(iszero(x), c(O), x), 
if(inz(fst(x)), 
c(O), 
if(inz(snd(x)), 
tp(fst(x))* c(O), 
Nfst(x)) * Hsnd(x))))) 
= if(isnat(x), % (if.dist) 
if (iszero( c(O), x) 
if(inz(fst(x)), 
c(O), 
fp(fst(x))*if(inz(snd(x)), c(O), fp(snd(x))))) 
= if(isnat(x), % tpzc specification 
if(iszero(x), c(O), x), 
if(inz(fst(x)), 
c(O), 
Nfst(x)) * tpzc(snd(x), c))) 
= if(isnat(x), % (esc), (if.dist) 
if(iszero(x), c(O), x), 
if(inz(fst(x)), c(O), fp(fst(x)))*rpzc(snd(x), c)) 
=if(isnat(x), % tpzc specification 
if(iszero(x), c(O), x), 
Thus we define 
rpzc(fst(x), c)* fpzc(snd(x), c)) 0 
tpzc(x, c) + if(isnat(x), 
if(iszero(x), c(O), x), 
fpzc(fst(x), c)* fpzc(snd(x), c)) 
and from the derivation and Ntree induction we have that 
x C Ntree A c 5 Cnt 3 fpzc(x, c) = if (inz(x), c(O), fp(x)) 
as required. We note that the creative part of this derivation was choosing the correct 
specification. Similar creativity is generally required deriving programs from 
specifications or proofs if one wants to obtain programs with desired algorithmic 
behavior. 
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4.5. Streams and coroutines 
Streams (cf. Landin [21], Burge [5], Abelson and Sussman [l]), and coroutines 
(cf. Conway [6]) are generators of potentially infinite sequences. They may be empty. 
A non-empty generator can be accessed to obtain the next element or a generator 
of the remainder of the sequence. In the stream case access is by query and in the 
coroutine case access is by resumption. We represent stream query by application. 
If s is a nonempty stream, then s(mt) =pr(s’, V) for some stream s’ and some 
value ZI. The basic coroutine primitive is resumption. One coroutine, the resumer, 
resumes (passes control to) another, the resumee. The resumer suspends its own 
computation and passes zero or more arguments to the resumee. The control point 
where the resumer suspended computation is remembered by passing it as an 
additional argument in order that the resumer may later be resumed at the appropriate 
point. 
Definition (res). The resumption primitive res is defined by 
res = hk.hx.ncc(Ac.k(pr(c, x))). 
Thus, if c is a coroutine, then res(c, mt) =pr(c’, U) for some coroutine c’ and 
value U. The key to reasoning about coroutines is the resumption theorem (res.res) 
that can be invoked to cancel pairs of res calls. The idea is to simplify a resumption 
to the point where the resumption of the resumer has been made explicit. Specifically, 
one wants to show that an invocation res(k, x) =ncc(hc.k(pr(c, x)) of coroutine 
k with argument x is equivalent to an expression of the form ncc(Ac.p(res(c, v))). 
In this case p represents the next resumption point of k. 
Theorem (res.res). 
res(Apr(c, x).p(res(c, u)), x) =pr(topop, v) 
where p, v are value expressions (i.e. pJ and vJ), and c does not occur free in p, v but 
x may. 
Proof (res.res). 
res(Apr(c, x).p(res(c, v)), x) 
=ncc(Ac.p(ncc(Ak.c(pr(k, u))))) % defn res, pairing laws 
=ncc(Ac.(topop)(ncc(Ak.c(pr(k, v))))) % (ncc.nc) 
=ncc(Ac.ncc(Ak.c(pr(topop, v)))) % (ncc.arg), (ncc.esc) 
=ncc(Ac.top(c(pr(topop, v)))) % (ncc.topx) 
spr(topop, v) % (ncc.nc, ncc.id) Cl 
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For many purposes one can identify streams and coroutines generating sequences 
of A’s with functions from Nat to A. In fact such functions are useful for specifying 
the abstract behavior of a stream or coroutine. Computationally it is important to 
have a generator representation. One example is pattern matching where you want 
to generate the matches between a pattern and some object and process them one 
at a time, quitting when some criteria are met. The possible matches may be finite 
or infinite. Thus you want them computed “by need” and streams and coroutines 
are a natural way of doing this. Another example is the problem of transforming a 
sequence of words of length n into a sequence of words of length m, preserving 
underlying sequence of characters. This type of transformation is common in network 
code and other situations where the sequences are generated by coroutines. Finally 
the generator view is an important bridge between the view of a sequence as a 
function versus as an object or a concurrent process producing a sequence of replies 
in response to a sequence of requests. 
For simplicity we focus on infinite streams and coroutines. We define Sgen[A], 
the class of streams generating sequences of elements of A, to consist of operations 
which, when queried, return a pair consisting of a generator of the remainder of 
the sequence and the next element of the sequence. We interpret query as application 
to mt. Thus Sgen[A] is the largest class of operations such that 
Sgen[A] = Mt+ [Sgen[A] x A]. 
Similarly, we define the class Cgen[A], of coroutines generating sequences of As, 
to consist of operations representing control points which, when resumed, return a 
pair consisting of the control point generating the remainder of the sequence and 
the next element of the sequence. Thus we define Cgen[A] to be the largest class 
of operations satisfying the equation (recall res( c, z) = ncc(Ak.c(pr( k, z)))). 
res(Cgen, Mt) = topoCgen[A] x A. 
These definitions are formalized using the maximum-fixed-point operator. 
Definition (Streams and coroutines). 
~s,,,[~l [Xl = [Mt+ LX x Zll. 
Sw[Zl = ~&,,[Zl”. 
From the definitions of stream and coroutine generators we have the following. 
Lemma (sgen.seq). Ifs i Sgen[Z], then there are s, i Sgen[Z], z, i Z, for i i Nat, such 
that sO z s and s;(mt) spr(si+, , zi) for ii Nat. 
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Lemma (cgen.seq). If c ? Cgen[Z], fhen there are ci i Cgen[Z], zi c Z, for i i Nat, such 
that c,, = c and res( ci, mt) = pr( topoci+, , z,) for i G Nat. 
In (sgen.seq) (resp. (cgen.seq)) we call the Zi the sequence generated by s (resp. 
c) and the si (resp. ci) the tails. From the maximum fixed point constructions we 
have the following principles for proving an operation is a stream or coroutine. 
Lemma (sgen). s i Sgen[A] just if there is a class S such that s E S and for each sO i S 
there are s, E S and a E: A such that sO(mt) =pr(s,, a). 
Lemma (cgen). c c Cgen[A] just if there is a class C such that c i C and for each cO i C 
there are c, i C and a i A such that res(c,,mt) =pr(topoc,, a). 
To complete the connection between streams, coroutines, and (infinite) sequences 
we define operations that map between the various classes. If s iSgen[A], then 
sg2s(s) is the sequence (element of Nat+ A) generated by s. If cE Cgen[A], then 
og2s(c) is the sequence generated by c. If f i Nat+ A, then s2sg(f) is a stream 
generating f and s2cg(f) is a coroutine generating f: Note that these maps corres- 
pond to protocol transformations. 
Definition (stream, coroutine, sequence maps). 
sg2s(s) + An.let{pr(s, z) := s(mt)}if(iszero(n), z, sg2s(s)(pred(n))). 
cg2s( c) t An.let{pr( c, z) := res( c, mt)} 
if (iszero( n), z, cg2s( c)(pred( n))). 
s2sg(f) + s2sgx(f; 0). 
s2sgx(f, n) t A- .pr(s2sgx(J; n + l), f( n)). 
s2cg(f) + s2cgx(f, 0). 
s2cgx(f, n) t hpr(c, _).s2cgx(f, n + l>(res(c, f(n))). 
Recall that _ denotes some new variable. The following lemma establishes that the 
maps have the desired functionality, and the proof illustrates the use of the above 
lemmas. 
Lemma (maps). 
(s&d s2sgzn ([Nat+Z]+Sgen[Z]). 
z 
(sg2s) sg2sin (Sgen[Z]+[Nat+Z]). 
z 
(s2cg) s2cgi n ([Nat+ Z] + Cgen[Z]). 
z 
(cg2s) cg2sGn(Cgen[.Z]+[Nat+Z]). 
z 
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Proof (maps). We prove the coroutine parts, the stream parts are similar. Let Z be 
any class. For (s2cg) assume fi [Nat+ Z]. Let C = {s2cgx(A n) 1 n i Nat}. Then 
s2cg(f) i C and 
res(s2cgx(f, M), mt) 
=res(hpr(c, _).s2cgx(f; n + I)(res(c,f(n)))) % definition of s2cgx 
=pr(topos2cgx(f, n + l),_/(n)) % by (res.res) 
and we are done by (cgen). For (cg2s) assume c i Cgen[Z]. We will show by induction 
on n i Nat that cg2s( c) 5 [Nat + Z]. Let c’ i Cgen[Z], z E 2 be such that res( c, mt) = 
pr(topoc’, z). If n = 0, then cg2s(c)(n) = z and we are done. Otherwise 
cg2s( c)( n) = cg2s(topo c’)(pred( n)). Since res( topop, x) = res( p, x) we have 
c’i Cgen[Z] + topoc’i Cgen[Z] for any c’. Hence by the induction hypothesis 
cg2s(topoc’)(pred(n)) c Z. q 
We say that two operations p and p’ are equivalent as streams (resp. coroutines) 
just if they are both streams (resp. coroutines) and they generate the same sequence. 
Definition (es). 
f=y~[Nat+Z] @ lf’c[Nat+Z]r\(Vn~Nat)(f(lz)=:f’(n)). 
p=p’~Sgen[Z] ($ p,p’iSgen[Z]~sg2s(p)=sg2s(p’)~[Nat+Z]. 
p”p’~Cgen[Z] e p,p’iCgen[Z]~cg2s(p)=cg2s(p’)~[Nat+Z]. 
The maps (s2sg, sg2s) and (s2cg, cg2s) are inverses using the above restricted 
notion of equivalence. 
Lemma (inverses). 
(2) 
(1) fE[Nat+Z] =GJ sg2s(s2sg(f )) =_fe [Nat + Z I. 
s i Sgen[Z] * s2sg(sg2s(s)) = s E Sgen[Z]. 
(3) fi [Nat + Z] + cg2s(s2cg(f)) SEE [Nat+ Z]. 
(4) c i Cgen[Z] * s2cg(cg2s(c)) = c E Cgen[Z]. 
Proof (inverses). (2) and (4) follow from (1) and (3) respectively. We outline the 
proof of (3). Assume fg [Nat + Z]. Using the definitions and (maps) we see that 
we need only prove 
og2&2ogx(f; k))(n) =_0n) 
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for k, n C Nat. This follows by induction on n using the following. 
og2s(s2ogx(JI k))(n) 
= let{pr(c, z) := res(s2cgx(f, k), mt)} 
if (iszero( n), z, cg2s(c, pred( n))) 
% definitions 
=let{pr(c, z):=pr(topos2cgx(f, succ(k)),f(k))} 
if (iszero( n), z, cg2s( c, pred( n))) 
% as in proof of (maps). 0 
As a concrete example we consider the problem of transforming sequences of 
n-tuples to sequences of m-tuples preserving the underlying sequences of elements. 
The example is adapted from an actual piece of network code for transforming 36 
bit words into 32 bit words. To illustrate the main ideas we consider here the problem 
of transforming pairs into singletons. (The case of triples to pairs is worked out in 
detail in Talcott [33,34].) The function f21 that carries out the transformation is 
defined as follows: 
f21( in)(2n) = fst( in( n)), 
f21(in)(2n+l) =snd(in(n)). 
For the case when the input and output sequences are generated by streams 
(coroutines) we specify corresponding transformations s21 (~21) as follows: 
(91) in i Sgen[ Z X Z] 
+ (VniNat)(sg2s(s2l(in))(n)=f2l(sg2s(in))(n))iZ, 
(c21) in C Cgen[ Z X Z] 
2 (Vn i Nat)(cgZs(cZl( in))( n) = f21(cg2s( in))( n) 5 Z. 
We can show that the following definitions meet these specifications. 
Definition (~21, ~21). 
s2l(in)(_)+let{pr(in,pr(x,y)):= in(mt)}pr(h_.pr(s2l(in),y),x) 
c2l(in)pr(ouf, -) + let{pr(in, pr(x, y)) := res( in, mt)) 
let{pr( out, _) := res( out, x)} 
let{pr( out, _ ) := res( out, y)} 
c2l(in)pr(ouf -). 
Proof (~21). We outline the proof that c21 meets the specification. Assume 
in i Cgen[Z X Z], and by (cgen.seq) choose in; 5 Cgen[Z x Z], ,zi i Z, forj ? Nat, such 
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that in = in, and res(in,, mt) =pr(in;+, , pr(z,, zu+,)) for j i Nat. Define 
c2l’(in, z) + Apr(our, _).let{pr(out, -) := res(our, z)}c2l(in)pr(ouf, -) 
then 
R?S(C21( inj), mt) 
~res(hpr(out,_).C2l’(inj+,, z,+r z )(res(ou& zzj))) % in hypothesis 
=pr(top~c2l’(in,+,, zzj+,), z2,) % (res.res) 
and 
reS(C21'(inj+, , ZZj+l)r mt) 
=res(Apr(ouf, _).c2l(in,+,)(pr(out, _))(res(ou& Z>j+r)), q t) 
% definition ~21’ 
=pr(top~c2l(in,+,), zzj+,) % (res.res), (eta) 
Thus cg2s(c2l(in))( j) = f2l(og2s( in))(j) = zi for j i Nat. 0 
5. Computational models 
In order to indicate the intended models of IOCC we outline methods for 
constructing computational models of the theory (IcAx). Notions of computation 
structure and satisfaction for zi are defined and extended to the full language L&. 
Roughly, a computation structure for zi is a set of values and a set of descriptions 
(of computations) together with an interpretation mapping expressions to functions 
from environments to descriptions. = is interpreted as equality of descriptions and 
1 as equivalence to a value. A structure for the full language is a computation 
structure extended by adding a set of class values and a membership relation between 
values and classes, and by extending the interpretation to map class terms to functions 
from environments to classes. As usual environments map variables to values of the 
appropriate sort. 
Three constructions are given below. Each produces a model of (IcAx) from any 
computation model of (IAx). The constructions are adapted from Feferman [8,9] 
for models of the theory TO + CA (full comprehension). For the richer class theory 
given there only the final construction produces a model. The first construction is 
the power set construction which gives the standard interpretation with class vari- 
ables ranging over all subsets of values. The other two constructions produce models 
in which the set of classes is countable. In one case the set of classes is just a subset 
of those of the powerset model and in the other case the set of classes is a set of 
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codes. It is the last construction that will be of interest in extensions of our theory 
to provide operations on classes. 
5.1. Evaluation structures and models 
We let Var and Cvar denote the sets of individual and class variables respectively. 
A computation structure for Zi is a structure 5% = (V, D, Ev) where V is a set of 
values where D is a set of descriptions and for each individual term, e, Ev[ e] : [Var -+ 
V] + D. We define Env = Var + V and let env range over Env. Note that Ev induces 
a map from V to D mapping v to Ev[x]{x := v}. We write v-d if d is the image 
of v under this mapping. We require that the map from values to descriptions is 
an injection. We require that Eu[e](env) not depend on names of variables or on 
the values of env(x) for x not free in e. More precisely, the following “hygiene 
requirements” must be satisfied. 
(i) If env(x) = env’(x) for all x free in e, then Ev[e](env) = Ev[e](env’), and 
(ii) If (Y is a renaming of variables (a bijection) and e’ is any expression obtained 
from e by renaming the free the variables according to cr (and any renaming of 
bound variables that insures that free variables remain free), then Ev[e](envo a) = 
Ev[ e’]( env). 
We define satisfaction (relative to an environment) for computation structures 
and atomic formulae of pi as follows: 
%‘k el[env] e (3v E V)(v- Ev[e](env)), 
%fb e,= e,[env] e Ev[e,J(env) = Ev[e,](env). 
Satisfaction is lifted to general formulae in the usual manner with individual variables 
ranging over V. By the hygiene conditions, satisfaction for closed formulae will be 
independent of the environment. A computation model of (IAx) is a computation 
structure that satisfies (IAx). A computation model for (IAx) can easily be obtained 
via an operational semantics and notion of operational equivalence using the 
methods of Talcott [34]. Another possibility to obtain one, is from a standard 
denotational semantics, taking descriptions to be the denotations of expressions, 
values to be the denotable values, and Ev to be the semantic meaning function. 
A computation structure for ZZic is a tuple ~2 = ( V, D, C, E, Ev) such that ( V, D, Ev) 
is an computation structure for Zi, E is a relation on V x C, and for each class term 
CZ Ev[ Cl] : Env+ C, where Env = [Var-, V] u [Cvar+ C] and the hygiene require- 
ments are extended in the obvious way. Satisfaction is extended to structures as 
follows: 
A k eiCZ[env] @ (3v~ V)(v-Ev[e](env)~vEEv[Cl](env)). 
Satisfaction is lifted to general formulae in the usual manner with individual variables 
ranging over V and class variables ranging over C. A computation model for @Ax) 
is a computation structure for ~ii, that satisfies the axioms (IcAx). 
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5.2. Constructing computation models 
For the theory of classes developed so far it is easy to construct the standard 
powerset model (epow of (IcAx) from any computation model of (IAx) by taking 
the set of classes to be all subsets of the value domain. 
Definition (pow.mod). For any computation model Ce = (V, D, Eu) of (IAx) we define 
% ‘Ow = (V, 0, Pow(V), E, Eu) where Pow is the power set operation, E is the usual 
membership relation on VX Pow(V), and Ev is defined on class terms by 
Ev[X](env) = env(X), 
Ev[{x(cp}](env)={vE V~.Mk~[enu{uar:=v}]}. 
In order to indicate the variety of possible models, and to set the stage for further 
elaborations we give an additional construction that produces two (extensionally 
equivalent) models in which the set of classes is countable. In particular, the 
interpretation of class terms are in one case code or names for the classes, and in 
the other case the sets of values corresponding to extensions of the codes. Working 
at the meta-level, we assume that variables, terms and formulas are given as some 
syntax algebra, and we interpret the syntactic meta variables as ranging over this 
algebra. Assume given a computation model 5%’ = (V, 0, Ev) of (IAx). We begin with 
Jll = gpow. For each formula cp[jJ, 2, X] (with free variables among the list (j, 2, X)) 
choose a Skolem function F, such that 
Jll + (~X)cp[Y,Z Xl =+ dY,Z mml. 
For each formula cp[x,j, .?j let cp*[j, 2, X] be the formula (Vx)(x E X G 
q[x,j,z]) and define G, to be F,*. Thus G,(~,~)={xE VI&Zi=[x,J,~]}. 
We now use the syntax algebra and a code constructor some, uniformly encoding 
the Skolem function, to generate the set of class codes. 
Definition (class codes). Let Ccod be freely generated over the syntax algebra as 
follows. 
(i) each class constant is in Ccod, and 
(ii) if Frees(q) c (j, 2, X), YE Var”, ZY-E V”, 2 E Cvar” and d E Ccod”, then 
some(X, cp[y, 2, X], V,6) E Ccod. 
Assume we have an interpretation (c “) of class constants c as subsets of V. Then 
we define the membership relation between values and class codes (vi c) by 
induction on c E Ccod as follows. 
Definition (in.code). 
(con) If c is a class constant, then ~1 e c e x E c “. 
(some) If u, z7 E V, and a = some(X, cp[j, 2, X], 5, a), then u i a @ u E F,( i& A) 
where Ai = {X 1 x i ai}. 
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For a E Ccod let a* = {x Ix i a} s V be the extension of a in V and let Ccod* = 
{a* 1 a E Ccod}. The Z’ic structures %* and %‘crod are defined as follows. 
Definition (Ic.struct). 
%” = (%, Ccod”, E), (eCcod = (%, Ccod, i). 
Theorem (Ic.mod). %* and %TCcod are (extensionally equivalent) models of (IcAx). 
Before proving (Ic.mod) we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma (skolem closure). Ccod* is closed under F, 
Proof (skolem closure). Let cp[j, 2, X] be a formula with free variables among 
- - 
those listed, let (v, a) be a corresponding list of values and class codes, 
and let a=some(X, cp[j,z,X], 5, E). Then a*={~~~ia}={x(xiF,(~,(~)*)}= 
F,(G, (a)*) E Ccod* 0 
Proof (Ic.mod). By (skolem closure), %* is an elementary substructure of Zpow. 
Hence for any cp[x, j, z] and env mapping x, j, 2 to corresponding U, 6, A, we have 
{x~%‘*~p[x,~,~]}=G,(~,~)~Ccod*, 
92” b (x 2 {x 1 p[x, j, Z]} e cp[x, j, Z])[env{x := u}]. 
Thus %?” is a model and we can prove by induction on CJJ that 
% CCOY=(PIU,~Ji] e %*bcp[U, v,a*] 0 
6. Discussion 
In this paper we have presented an axiomatic framework for specification of 
programs and data types and for reasoning about program equivalence. Axioms 
have been given for a theory of operations, control, and classes. Following Landin 
[22], the language for describing computations is an enrichment of the lambda 
calculus by primitive constants including primitives for arithmetic, branching, pair- 
ing, and continuation capture. The axioms for equivalence of pure lambda terms 
are essentially those of the lambda-c calculus [24] extended by axioms for the 
primitive constants and identification of let with lambda-application. 
To the pure lambda-c theory, we have added axioms for conditional, numbers, 
pairing and continuation capture and resumption. We have extended the purely 
equational language of the theory of monads to a full first-order language with 
quantification over both individuals and classes. The language for describing classes 
provides full set comprehension. This gives a rich collection of classes for expressing 
properties of programs and for representing typing systems, including reflexive types 
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and higher-order polymorphic types (cf. Feferman [ 131). Taking full comprehension 
rather than elementary comprehension gives an impredicative theory, but for the 
present the main interest is in natural representation of program concepts not in 
proof-theoretic strength. Feferman [9, 11, 131 gives detailed analyses of the strength 
of various fragments of related theories. 
An important application of formal specification languages is to provide a 
framework for developing correct programs. This can be done by refinement and 
transformation of specifications, or by extracting programs from proofs. The main 
contribution of this work for program development is to provide a rich equational 
theory for developing and validating transformation rules within a language for 
expressing a wide range of properties of programs that go well beyond simple 
equational or conditional equational properties. We gave an example of program 
derivation by transformation that involved control primitives to demonstrate the 
use of the equational theory. Traditional methods of extracting programs from 
sufficiently constructive proofs can be applied naturally to theories of operations 
and classes. The system PX [20] does this for Feferman’s theory To [8,9]. Recent 
work on extending the types as formulas interpretation to classical proofs using 
control primitives (cf. Griffin [ 191 and Murthy [25]) fit nicely in the IOCC framework. 
We have shown how to solve type equations in the case of monotone operators. 
These techniques do not permit us to solve equations like F = F + A. If we could 
define a type F+ [ Fs B], then we could uniformly type the recursion operator, 
proving 
Coppo [7] gives a type inference system that solves all finite sets of equations and 
provides a call-by-name model for which the system is sound and complete. There 
are also call-by-value interpretations for which soundness holds. However taking 
types to be classes, there are many classes AC B for which we do not have 
rec;[[AcB]+[A%B]]-+[A%B]. 
As an example (S. Smith, private communication, adapted from [30, Section 4.4.11) 
take A = (0) and B = {g ; [Nat 2 Nat] ) (3 n ; Nat)l(g(n)&)}. The reason for the 
failure is essentially that some classes fail to have the necessary closure properties 
under limits. This is essentially the same reason that not all predicates on Scott 
domains are admissible for fixed-point induction (cf. Manna [23]). 
IOCC is just a theory formulated in a two sorted partial term logic. Thus, it 
inherits the usual class of models of such theories. Since the theory of individuals 
contains all the partial recursive functions on natural numbers, it also inherits all 
the completeness and incompleteness aspects of theories such as Peano Arithmetic. 
The model constructions presented here illustrate the intended models and prepare 
the way for further elaborations of the theory, in particular for treating programs 
and class descriptions as objects that can be operated on without sacrificing 
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extensionality at the black-box program equivalence level. There are many other 
possibilities for model constructions which can be investigated. These include 
analogs of other constructions given in Feferman [8,9] as well as models based on 
the computational monad approach to Moggi [24]. Work is in progress developing 
a notion of algebraic computation theory that extends work of Broy, Wirsing, et al. 
[3,4]. An algebraic computation theory is a hierarchic algebraic specification of 
syntax and semantics (a partial algebraic theory) and models are partial algebras. 
Initial models correspond naturally to operational semantics and weakly terminal 
models are fully abstract. Computation models for (IAx) can be constructed from 
suitable models of an algebraic computation theory for .Zi. 
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